When you look at library job advertisements you often come across the boilerplate requirement: "awareness of latest trends in academic librarianship." We want to hire knowledgeable librarians who are up-todate on issues, best practices, and the major challenges of our field. In the course of an interview, candidates will likely display their currency about academic librarianship by answering job-related questions and discussing their skills and experience, and that may be enough.
But what if we, the hiring agents, Understanding trends helps us set better strategic directions and make intelligent resource allocation decisions for our academic libraries. We can learn about trends by reading the literature of librarianship, and we can actively contribute to this literature through our own research and publications in trend identification and analysis.
Our journal recently accepted an interesting trend report entitled "Constrained? An Analysis of U.S. Academic Library Shifts in Spending, Staffing and Utilization, 1998-2008" by John Regazzi of the Palmer School of Library and Information Science. You might ask, why the question mark after "constrained" in the article title? I worked hard as a library director throughout this period, and I remember my libraries often felt economically constrained. And ACRL's 2010 top trends report places "budget constraint" high on its own list. I do not want to give away Regazzi's findings, so read his article in full online to find out why he questions the "constrained" trend. It is available on the C&RL prepublication web site, as are all our articles shortly after acceptance.
One While Osburn looked primarily within the scholarly and scientific realm to document trends affecting the academy and its libraries, De Rosa sees the most important trends today emanating from the consumer internet, whose origins can be traced back to the scientific research community, but which has now has stunningly extended itself to Main Street communications, commerce, and entertainment. As I read the OCLC reports, their main message to academic librarians is that we must now serve -and compete for-"online information consumers" who have a bazaar of e-resources and information services at their disposal over the Internet.
Ithaka looks more inward to identify trends through case studies and surveys of faculty and librarians. I am a bit skeptical about this approach to identifying future trends. Can you really trust faculty and librarians in general to identify new trends? I remember conducting a faculty survey back in the late 1980's, asking if faculty members at my institution would use a new technology called "e-mail." The answer was a resounding "no." Fortunately, the Ithaka researchers are more sophisticated and give us a useful description, if not a future prediction, of what our leaders and library users are currently thinking. Ithaka notes that faculty have moved quickly to online discovery and digital resource use, which is often "disintermediated" from the library.
Faculty, however, have been less quick to move away from the traditional publishing practices of the proprietary and closed scholarly information system. From the Ithaca survey of library leaders we learn that administrators are shifting their priorities away from collections acquisitions and preservation to library facilitation of research and teaching.
At College & Research Libraries, we welcome all kinds of articles on academic librarianship, ranging from the microanalysis of library processes to macrolevel trend reports of the type I have just described. We especially like variety, and for that we would welcome more macrolevel studies.
What about the trends on your list? With good research, analysis, and writing, they might lead you to a publication in our journal.
Joseph Branin, Editor
